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Greetings, dear readers! I am looking for a book that I read about 3 years ago and am wondering if you all can help. In the book there was an Alexander Castillo, a judge
who ruled by both law and God. I can't remember what else was in the book but I remember he had the symbols of Hercules on a judge's hand and he had an army of

helpers that worked with him. I can remember that a good many of the helpers were angels and that they worked very hard to serve him. They worshiped him with great
devotion and fidelity. They fought in the war. They traveled many thousands of miles a day to make sure that he ruled correctly and swiftly. They were many in number.

A large portion of the work was done with a clairvoyant force. I am not sure that is spelled correctly, but the force was made of a number of lights (souls) and they
worked together. They were not the lights in the head and they were seen by the eyes. Anyone who knows of this please help. Posted on 18 Oct. 2006 | [Reply][Reply]

[Trackback] [Trackback] Alex, I have read several books about this spirit and it seems that Castillo was in an organization called the Brotherhood of Light. It was an
organization that worked with the spirits of those who do not have a human body (The noncorporeal, invisible or immaterial beings). I do not have a source to back this
up, but I do have a website on it. Godspeed, Posted on 21 Oct. 2006 | [Reply][Reply] [Trackback] [Trackback] Alex, I am a little confused. When I refer to a spirit what I

am thinking about is the spirit that accompanies a soul in the spirit world. To my mind a spirit can only accompany one soul and a soul can only leave one body. So, I do
not think the spirit referred to by the author of the book that you are speaking about, had a body. Posted on 21 Oct. 2006 | [Reply][Reply] [Trackback] [Trackback] Maxxi
Hi Alex, I am actually researching the same topic as you. It was a great read. I am currently reading "The Fountain of Youth" by John Wehrly, and I have not gotten as far
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Posted in Uncategorized | Report as abuse ». Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf.Posted in Uncategorized | Report as abuse.Mj @Mitos y
Leyendas: Colombia. COLOMBIA -Teresa, â€œMitos, leyendas y sÃmbolos culturales: el Mito del CÃrtero (CÃrtero: Castillo del Pavo). a tener en cuenta su

origen en Colombia, la mitología de cada paÃs, pero mÃ¡s que.Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf.Mitos y leyendas colombianas
alexander castillo pdf. He was born in Colombia. Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf.Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf.

Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf. Posted in Uncategorized | Report as abuse ». Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo
pdf.Mito colombiano a la prehistoria. A newly discovered cult: Mitos, leyendas e simbolismos colombianos. Mitos, leyendas y sÃmbolos culturales: el Mito

del CÃrtero (CÃrtero: Castillo del Pavo). a tener en cuenta su origen en Colombia, la mitologÃa de cada paÃs, pero mÃ¡s que.Mitos y leyendas
colombianas alexander castillo pdf.Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf. Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf.Mitos y

leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf. Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf. Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf.
Mitos y leyendas colombianas alexander castillo pdf. Mito colombiano a la prehistoria. A newly discovered cult: Mitos, leyendas e simbolismos colombian
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